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1. Choose the correct answer 

a. Ice masses spreading over 50,000 Sq.km are called i) Ice cap ii)Ice sheet iii)Snow field iv)Both ii and 

iii. 

b. On Equator altitude of snow line is found around i) 5500mts ii)2700mts iii) Near the sea iv) None of 

these. 

c. Ice masses on the continents covering less than 50,000Sq.km is called i) Ice cap ii)Ice sheet iii)Snow 

field iv)Both ii and iii. 

d. Which one of the following is the longest continental glacier of the world i) Hubbard ii)Lambert 

iii)Malaspina iv) Jackobshavn Isbre Glacier . 

e. The Matterhorn Peak is an example of i) Corrie ii)Arete iii) Pyramiddal Peak iv)Nunatak. 

f. Mt Takahi in Antarctica is an example of i) Corrie ii)Arete iii) Pyramiddal Peak iv)Nunatak. 

g. Which one of the following is an example of Piedmont Glacier i) Hubbard ii)Lambert iii)Malaspina iv) 

Jackobshavn Isbre Glacier . 

h. Which one of the following is the example of the largest valley glacier of the world i)Hubbard 

ii)Lambert iii)Malaspina iv) Jackobshavn Isbre Glacier . 

i. Castle rock of Edinburgh is an example of i)Roche Moutonne ii) Crag and Tail iii) Sheep rock iv) Both 

i) and iii) 

j. Striation and abrasion while ascending and plucking while descending side are the main activity of a 

glacier while forming a i)Roche Moutonne ii) Crag and Tail iii) Sheep rock iv) Both i) and iii) 

k. Long narrow sinous ridges of sands and gravels  situated in the middle of an outwash plain is known 

as i)Drumlin ii) Esker iii) Kame iv Erratics. 

l. Small triangular hillocks formed of sands and gravels with steep sidea found in the outwash plain is 

known as i)Drumlin ii) Esker iii) Kame iv Erratics. 

m.  Large boulders or angular rocks found in the outwash plain without any topographic  

similarity with the surrounding is known as i)Drumlin ii) Esker iii) Kame iv Erratics 

n. Sonmarg, Gulmarg in kashmir are the examples of which glacial features i)Kamesii)Drumlins 

iii)Moraines iv)Glacial lakes 

o. Which of the following is known as the “Egg Basket Topography” i)Kamesii)Drumlins iii)Moraines 

iv)Glacial lakes 
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